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PREFACE 
 

At first: don’t be shocked by the Latin terminology in the explanation. The tips 
are written in clear language and easy to practice. 
 
When you feel an accelerated heartbeat or cramping in your chest when you 
read the news, that’s because your sympathetic nervous system is at work. 
When the brain feels a threat, the fight, flee or freeze response is activated. On 
the other hand, the parasympathetic nervous system takes care of calming the 
body down. 
 

When you, after a stressful and threatening experience on the street, after a 
while sit at home safely, your brain will give a signal that the danger is over. 
Now the threat is solved, your body returns to a state of peace, where all 
necessary functions are back to normal.  

But what happens when the threat has no end, like, let’s say: a pandemic that 
might going to last for months? Than you can get serious health issues, unless 
you interfere in your own body-and-mind pattern. Your own thinking and acting 
in such a time, is of great importance. 
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Research on the nervus vagus, the largest nerve in the  parasympathetic 
nervous system, teaches us how human beings can activate their own nervous 
system. By doing that, they can lead themselves back to a state of ‘rest and 
digest’, in the middle of chronic stress.  

(Digest here is related to the fact that: in stress the digestion gets upset.) 

In his ‘polyvagal theory’ Stephen Porges, professor in psychiatry, came to the 
hypothesis that the parasympathetic nervous system has two parts, that take 
care of two different responses: the dorsal and the ventral vagal nervous 
system.  

When you can’t solve a threat by fighting or fleeing, because you can’t run away 
from or fight with a virus. And you’re not able to create a comforting social 
connection, it feels like there’s nothing left, but physically and mentally ‘checking 
out’ or freezing.   

But checking out or freezing is the last thing you must do. Because when you 
check out, you might end up becoming passive and resign. When you believe 
you’re a victim and so every action is meaningless, you give up. And than taking 
care of yourself and your body doesn’t matter for you any longer. In chapter 1 I 
will go into this some deeper.  

What you think inside and about yourself is determinative for the consequences 
on the short and the long term. Freedom of thought is our greatest good. You 
can do something in every situation, more than you might consider to be 
possible.  

No one can see inside your head, but you listen to the voice inside you all the 
time. So what is it you’re listening to? Is it the voice into your head or the voice 
into your heart? Is it the voice of fear? Are you undermining yourself or do you 
are expressing confidence? 

Below I give you 10 tips, which you can simply apply to relax in any 
situation.  
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1. Essential connection relaxes your nerves 
 
Checking out is called dissociation and is the work of the dorsal vagal nervous 
system. When you dissociate it is a small step to powerless or even depressed 
sink down onto your couch. In particular after we’ve read or heard the 
umpteenth message about a virus, death tolls and restrictive rules. When we 
can’t respond with fighting or fleeing or social connection, we tend to pull back 
from what is threatening us. That’s an understandable instinctive response, in 
case you want to survive. 

 
 

The ventral vagal nervous system, on the other hand, is directly activated 
when you connect yourself with a fellow human being. This human being can 
also be you. When you connect with yourself through touch, looking into your 
eyes in the mirror or talk to yourself, you activate calmth into your mind and 
body. The body always listens and follows. This is the area in your nervous 
system that you want to stimulate when you are tensed.  

The ventral vagal nervous system, that we can also call the social involvement 
system, runs upwards from the area around the diaphragm to the brainstem. 
Hereby it crosses the nerves in the longues, the neck, the throat and the eyes. 
Actions whereby these body parts are involved are: breathing deep in and out, 
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gargle, humming, singing, smiling and making eye contact with someone. All 
these actions send signals to our brain that it is okay to relax. 

This activation has a snowball effect, because activating the ventral vagus nerve 
also activates the prefrontal cortex, the part of the brain that takes care of 
logical thinking. Calming down yourself brings you back to clear thinking and 
makes you start processing difficult circumstances. And that reduces the tension 
in your body. 

Via the ventral vagal nervous system you can eliminate the effects of 
stress and prevent dissociation. This is important when you are long 
lasting flooded with worrying messages.  

Social connection, no matter if this is with another person, an animal or 
‘compassionate care’ for yourself is one of the most important (super easy!) 
ways to activate the ventral vagal system.  

 

Holding your own face into your both hands is an easy way to do and feels 
good. This gives a feeling of comfort and safety in times of isolation, 
quarantaine and having no one else around. And it is much more effective than 
chocolate, cigarettes or wine. These are only surrogates. You can love chocolate 
very much, but chocolate does not love you. That has been proven clearly. 
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When you’re not able to go out with your friends, because of ‘social distancing’ 
rules, you can call a loved one or have a meaningful conversation with the 
person you live with. 

Just make eye contact with a friend, your child, your brother, your sister or one 
of your parents, via Skype or Whatsapp. The feeling of being connected with 
someone helps your body to relax. Also when you can’t be physically close, it 
helps to make a connection, looking at someone online or hearing a trusted 
voice.  

Often we tend to target for our well-being on something or someone 
outside ourselves. But than you skip a simple, but essential step: the 
connection with yourself. You are with you 24 hours a day and you have 
everything inside yourself to comfort yourself. You know best what you 
like the most to have, to give and to receive. DO IT! Award yourself. Take 
care of being your own best friend.  
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2. Become aware of your body and react on what you experience 
 
When you’re not aware of how your body feels when you have stress, it is 
difficult to know when it is necessary to give your nervous system peace and 
relaxation.  

The first step back to ‘peace and digest’ is that you consciously pay attention to 
the sensations in your body. We easily get used to little pains or stiffness and 
forget that it was not like that originally. A healthy body is flexible and does not 
hurt.  
 
 

 
 

● Become aware of how your basic physical state is when you’re at ease, 
so you’ll notice the difference when stress changes the feeling in your 
body. 

● Make a short walk, stretch your legs and while walking, take care of 
rolling of your feet accurately. How do you actually walk? And is it nice 
to walk like this? Can you persevere like this or do you suffer from 
little pains, irritations or shortness of breath? 

● Bend over and touch your toes and experience what feels good and 
what doesn’t. 

● Get to know the possibilities and limits of your own body, so you 
know how to take care of yourself the best way. 
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● Once you have a basic understanding of your relaxed body you can 
experience the differences in what stress is doing to you. Than you 
start by example, feeling tension in your shoulders when you listen to 
the news. And of course you have to find out what works best for you 
to get rid of or not create this tension.  

● Be kind to your body. Don’t stuff yourself in cases of restlessness or 
discontent, because the moment of relaxation during eating often 
lasts very short. And after that … the problem is back again. In fact, 
you’ve got another problem added: nausea, discontent, etc.  

● Be kind to yourself and to your body. Do something that really eases 
you. Learn to drink water when you feel unrest. We often see thirst for 
hunger. Being able to empowering behavior gives a good feeling and 
satisfaction about yourself.  

 
Realise that you have a choice in between being a couch potato or take some 
time to really relax! This is a form of loving selfcare, that not only takes away 
your pain, but also gives signals to your ventral vagus nerve that you are safe. 
 
When you feel tension somewhere, you can do something about it. At first 
you can choose IF you’re going do something about it and than WHAT 
you’re going do about it. Take responsibility for the tension in your body 
and start solving it. 
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3. Learn to know your breathing and deepen it 
 
Regardless your sympathetic or dorsal nerves are active, conscious or mindful 
breathing is a powerful way to regulate yourself. Deep breathing in particular 
stimulates directly the ventral vagal nervous system, because the vagus nerve 
goes through the vocal cords.   

Singing is healthy! 
When you thereby choose the right text 

you influence with a song your mood and your nervous system. 
Sing a song that gives you a good feeling. 

Do it for yourself and discover how powerful you are. 
Singing does well and you don’t have to post it on YouTube. 

 

 

Research shows that attentive deep breathing from your diaphragm reduces the 
stresshormon cortisol. Some attendees in a certain program were guided in a 
special way of breathing. When they took four deep breaths in one minute, it 
turned out that, after the exercise, they had a lesser amount of cortisol in their 
saliva. Especially exhaling appears to be one of the most important aspects of 
attentive breathing. Exhaling longer than inhaling puts the ventral vagal system 
in action and promotes the ‘peace and digest’ response.  
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Wim Hof, also called the Iceman claims since years that he controls his 
autonomic nervous system. For years he was declared a weirdo, but in the end 
his definition was endorsed by scientists. Professor Peter Pickkers called the 
results of the research ‘remarkable’. Nobody is the boss of his autonomic 
nervous system, people thought. That’s why it’s called ‘autonomic’. Meanwhile 
the iceman gives worldwide training and has proven it works. 

In yoga, tai chi and all kind of martial arts and meditative movement, you learn 
to breathe deep, because of the positive influence on your heart, the circulatory 
system and the nervous system. 

Concentrate on your breathing. In case you don’t know how? You can find 
free lessons online. We need oxygen, fresh air and sunlight. Go out into 
nature and move. That creates a deeper breathing naturally. If that’s not 
possible, than take care of moving indoors and open the windows, if 
necessary wear a coat. Face masks limit the intake of oxygen and make 
you inhaling your own CO2. That’s unhealthy, so better don’t use them, if 
you don’t have to. And don’t wear them when you’re driving your car. 
Shortage of oxygen can make you pass out. You don’t want that while 
driving.   
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4. Visualise safety 
 
When there is no one to socialise with or you can’t move on with a creaky online 
connection, than visualise someone you trust.  

● Remember a beautiful day or a beautiful moment with that person and 
think (dream) of it, with all the feeling this memory calls in you. Imagine 
the feeling of safety and confidence with that person. And make this 
feeling stronger. Close your eyes and make that feeling as big as possible, 
so you totally experience it like you have the person with you now.  

● Or imagine you are at a place where you feel good, safe and where it’s 
easy to relax. Totally go into this feeling and make it stronger.  

● Or think of an animal you trust. And allow yourself this good feeling that 
is called inside you! Feel how your breathing is deepening. 

 
 
When you’re stuck at home or somewhere else, all signs of safety in your 
environment, with another person or with your favorite pet, will activate the 
ventral vagal system. These signs will bring your body back into the current 
moment, causing your nervous system feel safer than the possible future 
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scenarios (on TV or in your mind). Take care you find or create those signs of 
safety. No one else can do it for you, but you have it all inside yourself.  

“Everyone can visualise and everyone does it. If I ask you: ‘What will you have for dinner 
tonight?’ originates an image, a feeling, a smell, an idea of taste. And as a consequence 
something happens into your body. Think of something you really like to eat. Or something 
very dirty. The thought alone will water your mouth or gives a thrill in your back, even 
when it’s not really here right now.” 

The joke is that your body doesn’t know the difference between if what is 
happening inside your mind is true or only a thought. The body responses 
anyway, so when you think of that lovely person or that beautiful animal or you 
imagine being on that peaceful, safe place, your body relaxes. 

The ‘autonomic’ nervous system is autonomic, but in spite of that you can 
give it direction with your thoughts, your words and the pictures you 
create. What you think, what you imagine and how you talk to yourself 
determines what happens in your system. The body always follows.  
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5. Pay attention to the conversation with yourself 
 
The story you tell yourself forms a response in your body. How you interpret 
your situation determines how chronic your stress will be. Or how you relax 
again and again in every situation. When you know your external stressors are 
not going to change for the time being, it’s time to minimalize your perception 
of threat and to change how you mentally react. 

Instead of thinking that ‘social distancing’ is going to forever lock you down into 
your house, you can focus your thoughts on how you can spend this time on 
yourself, on books or jobs, you had not enough time to do before. Wherever you 
are and whatever you do, take care of being free in your world of thoughts. 

 

Sending your thoughts in a positive direction, sends messages to the vagus 
nerve, which brings peace in all organs and systems. 

A way to do that is by using your five senses (see, smell, taste, hear, feel). Going 
outside, listening to birds and smelling a flower are simple earthing activities, 
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that help to activate the ventral vagus nerve and that makes you come to peace. 
That’s good to do in every situation.  

But there are situations, where you can’t go out and that is sometimes the 
biggest cause of stress. Maybe you’ve experienced this before. By example when 
you were too sick to go out, but you felt too fit and energetic to stay inside. Or 
as a child, on a beautiful summer evening you had to come home and had to lay 
in your bed fully energetic bubbling and bouncing. While your caretakers had 
decided it was bedtime, because they believed you were tired.   

With every problem I start by knowing there are actually three options: 

● changing it 
● accepting it 
● letting it go 

That’s why I avoid ‘the news’ as much as possible. I don’t watch at all what is 
going on in the world, when I already know that I can’t change it. I can’t change 
the frame of mind of the prime minister (who, while shaking the reporter’s 
hand, tells us we have to keep one and a half meter social distance). I saw that 
accidently and realised again that I’m not going to watch at and listen to that 
guy and annoy the hell out of me, because that doesn’t bring me any more than 
stress to myself. I accept that this is so and let it go.  

This doesn’t mean acquiescence. I will not resign neither dissociate, because 
that’s killing for my lust of life and the feeling of sense of meaning. But it is key 
to be selective in what I get upset about. What are the essential issues? Do I 
want to accept a vaccin, so I can be in an airplane? No, I won’t. So I will act 
according to that.   

In the conversation with yourself it is key neither to scare yourself nor to 
worry about issues that make you feel powerless. Love yourself and talk 
lovingly to yourself. Cheer and encourage yourself. I’ll come back to this in 
the final chapters.   
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6. Investigate your emotions 
 
It is frustrating when others start determining the rules for you, like it’s the case 
in a hostage or pandemic. When you’re already doubting the reasons behind the 
rules, the correctness or sincerity of the one who’s demanding you to stay at 
home, probably irritation and anger is added to this frustration. 

“Consider before you start.”  

Expressing anger and frustration most of the time is not the smartest thing to 
do. But I don’t mean to say you’re not allowed to feel it. Angry is angry and it’s a 
fierce emotion, with reason. But when you’re angry often your body is 
constantly in the fighting position, which is not good for yourself. Emotional 
intelligence will deliver much more in such a situation than expressing your 
fury. You achieve more by counting to ten and ask yourself: 

● What am I angry about? 
● What do I want to achieve? 
● Is there something to change about it now? 
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Anger doesn’t let itself to be suppressed, as less as all other emotions. It keeps 
obstructing somewhere underground. ‘Time heals all wounds’, they say, but 
sometimes one sound, image or smell can tear up the wound in a second. There 
is a cause for every emotion and this has to be acknowledged. For returning to 
the memory of the pain or the trauma, you need courage. But it can be solved in 
a moment, much faster than withdrawal from any addiction, by which you’ve 
tried to hide the problem, tried not to feel the pain or tried to forget the 
sadness.  

When you’re not aware of what’s bothering, you can suddenly get attacked by it. 
It becomes the drop that makes the bucket run over. And if you explode by 
than, it may happen in a situation where it’s not appropriate at all. And than you 
create a new problem.  

Being locked up or being limited in your freedom otherwise calls for a natural 
resistance in every healthy human being. Research that inside yourself and do 
something with it, to prevent it from becoming worse. Than go talking with a 
friend, write it down, express it. Real art has been risen from emotions.  

When you are really in danger, because you’re chased by a tiger, you have to 
run. But when you are safe in the here and now, but your body feels threatened, 
good grounding or earthing *) calms you down, no matter what you do in your 
mind.  

*) Earthing = Literally making contact with the ground or the earth, with your bare feet in 
the grass, in the sand or on pebbles. Preferably outdoors in nature. 

When you can’t or aren’t allowed to go outdoors it also helps to listen to a CD 
with dolphin sounds. That has the same effect as being on the beach listening to 
the seagulls. And flowers from the shop in a vase on your table or walking 
barefoot in your own house, works as well. And dancing of course. 

There is a big difference between suppressing and denying emotions or 
acknowledging, feeling them through and letting them go. There are 
many ways to do that, like Emotional Focussed Transformation. This is a 

technique I’ve learnt and use for myself and in working with my clients.    
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7. Your body does not know the difference  
 
Like I said before, your body doesn’t know the difference between what’s really 
happening or if it’s only in your thoughts. You can wake up, bathing in your own 
sweat, with fast heartbeats, while you’re laying safe in your own bed! Are you 
actually sure there’s a difference? How long does it take sometimes before you 
realise that you’ve been dreaming? 

Daydreaming, philosophizing, fantasizing … Whatever you do, think and do what 
gives you a good feeling. Choose diligent the movies you watch, the books you 
read, the conversations you have, with whom you do or do not have a 
conversation and the thoughts you choose.  

Relax in a hammock or relax in your mind, thinking of a hammock 

A few times a week I go to swim in the sea early in the morning. 
All through the winter. Good for the immune system and it makes me happy. 

And sometimes I sit in a chair and drift away in the warm Greek sea  
(just in my mind with my eyes closed). 

That may sound weird, but it relaxes me in a few seconds. 

When you are tense constantly and experience everything as a threat, you use 
all your energy to keep yourself together. When you are capable to cope with 
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your emotional response, you will save more energy to solve problems, when 
they occur.  

What makes it difficult is that the emotional response often is there faster than 
our conscious thinking. Because our unconscious system is full of memories and 
experiences, linked with emotions.  

The idea to be able to determine by myself when I want to be somewhere, sat 
really firmly anchored in my system. I didn’t know any better than that I 
prefered to not sit with my back turned at the doorway. This all was related with 
me feeling safe and that was connected to my childhood. For me it was normal 
and it never bothered me, because I just took care of sitting somewhere the way 
it felt good.  

The seriousness of this unconscious well organised escape program I came to 
realise only when I broke my ankle and couldn’t run away. I immediately 
experienced intense panic. In spite of the shock, I had to do something; ask for 
help, which I did, after a short internal battle. I also realised that I just had to 
accept this new status. One day I succeeded more in this than the other day. It 
became an extraordinary educational period. Still it is, because my ankle and I 
never became the old one anymore. My ankle was stiffened up, but I became 
much more flexible. Kinder, funnier and easier.   

In this situation I’ve been using my knowledge and experience with tapping and 
eutaptics a lot. I’ve told myself a good story about myself, my power, my ankle, 
my bones, etc. every day. And I often laid down with my eyes close, imagening 
myself walking on the beach and feeling the soft sand under my healthy feet. 
And in my mind I walked with two flexible ankles and so I created confidence in 
my healing power and at those moments I was at sea instead of in my bed. My 
body didn’t know the difference and relaxed. 

You can close your eyes and imagine everything that relaxes you, because 
than you relax the ventral vagal nervous system. And in everything you 
imagine FEELING IT is very important.  
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8. Fear of death 
 
Do you have a fear of death? Than take some time to think about it. How bad is 
dying? How do you know you’re afraid of dying? One thing is sure: we all go 
there. What will rest of us by than? The taboo of thinking and talking about dead 
makes it bigger and scarier than just sit down and think of it for a while.  

There’s not so much in our human existence that is for sure. And when we think 
something is for sure, it appears when we look closer not too bad. Or actually 
disappointing. You think to marry someone till ‘death do us part’, but than death 
comes much sooner than what you were prepared for. Or your partner meets 
someone else or you yourself are done with it earlier than you’d promised.  

 

 
 
You’ve invested in your study and finally found your dream job. But just started 
it and in a year or so, the job and everything involved in it, appears to be your 
worst nightmare and far away from your ideals. 
 
Or you’re a hard working entrepreneur and for years have been saving money 
for your pension. And than one day someone somewhere on the planet decides 
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that it is crisis time and you get the message that your pension fund did a wrong 
investment and you lost your €70.000,-. Or more. Thank you very much! 
 
Or you start a beautiful day in Cyprus and, after a delicious breakfast, descent 
the stairways to finally go to walk in the promising Troodos mountains. And half 
an hour later they’re driving you into a wheelchair on to the First Aid 
department in the local clinique.  
 
”It could have ended much worse” I’ve told myself and others many times in the 
weeks after that very short moment of the accident. I could have fallen on my 
head or on my tailbone or my back. Brain damage, spinal cord injury, to call a 
few. It was only an ankle.   
 
Instead of avoiding what you fear, causing you constant restlessness about 
something you know somewhere, but you don’t want to know, it is very 
liberating to just go there. You probably have the experience of procrastinating 
something for a long time. And then when you finally did it, you thought: “Was 
that all?” And than you ask yourself: what made you make it so difficult?   
 
Below is from an unknown Dutch writer, but could’ve been Shakespeare: 
 

“A human being suffers the most 
because of the suffering he fears 

but which never shows up. 
So he has to carry more 

than god gives him to carry 
 

The sorrow that is, pushes not as heavy 
as fear for all kinds of danger. 

Although when it comes in the home, 
than god always helps 

and gives strength according to the cross. 
 

I’ve been educated in the style of Carl Jung, who has spoken and written a lot 
about archetypes and our shadow parts. During my education we got all 
different kinds of exercises and practices to meet our shadow parts, to face 
them and listen to them and share them with others. 
Many times we arrived with lead into our shoes, because shame filled the air of 
the room, before we started, but there was always progress and a huge 
liberation (and lots of laughter!) in the expressing and sharing.  
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Face what you fear and preferably as soon as possible. This applies to what 
you don’t want to see and for everything you fear, like the end of your life 
on this beautiful planet. More than one hero in myths, fairytales and 
legends has done it before you. What does it mean to you?  
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9. Realise who you really are 
 

 “Know thyself, I said to someone, but he could not, he was no one.” 
(said Odysseas, according to Homerus) 

 
When, before going to sleep, you are brushing your teeth, standing in your 
bathroom, seeing yourself in the mirror, you want to look at someone you trust 
100%. Isn’t it time to not care at all what the rest of the world’s opinion is about 
you? Because this is average more responsible for stress than the fear for 
diseases or viruses. 

The fear of looking like a fool is brought to most of us at a young age. We are 
herd animals and so we are afraid of being excluded from the group. But let’s be 
honest, do you want to belong to them when this means giving up the freedom 
of having the weirdest thoughts and having to handing in your utopian dreams? 
And to be determined by what the neighbours think about you?  

 

We are way to busy thinking about what we think that the others are thinking 
about us. And actually we can never really know what others think about us. 
And is what they think really about you or is the woman next door mostly 
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talking about herself when she is judging you? We are all unique creatures, you 
and I and all next door neighbours, all friends and all strangers. That makes it all 
so interesting, fun and sometimes so difficult. But difficult only when we want to 
convince each other of our own truth or being right.  

But does it really matter if the next door neighbour believes that the earth is 
hollow or flat? Or that you see angels or aliens and she doesn’t? Or that she is 
sure that Jesus walks the earth right now and you don’t believe that? Do you 
have to agree about those kinds of beliefs? And why would you want her to shut 
up or why would she want that from you? 

Know yourself, with your qualities, your preferences, your weakness, your 
doubts, your humor, your fear and you power, etc. Self knowledge is 
liberating and comforting. When you’re not satisfied with yourself, change 
yourself or change your perception about yourself. You are not perfect. No 
one is perfect. So what? 
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10.  Be your own best guide 

Via mainstream media we are daily flooded with so called facts. And at this 
moment, May 2020, we receive daily extra news and terrifying stories. The tone 
becomes more repressive and the rules are getting stricter.  
 
People are addressing each other on how much distance you have to keep and 
more new penalties are entered and executed. Demonstrating with maximum 
30 people? That sounds like a demonstration ban. The reasonableness and 
unreasonableness of the penalties is a source of jokes and of frustration.  
 
Apart from all this news, through alternative media we get all kinds of variants 
of what might be really going on, since much longer than today or yesterday. 
And what now is pushed through, under the cover of a pandemic. Lange Frans 
(famous Dutch rapper) is rapping about the lockdown and the fall of the cabal. 
Politicians have their own agenda, health workers are confused and law 
enforcers seem to not know what to do anymore at all.  
 
Doctors and nurses call for alarm for different reasons. Many questions are 
being asked online, and also about the conspiracy against humanity. Listen from 
your gut and with your heart open. Choose your beliefs healthy and smart. 
 

In the end no one but you can really give you any advice. Neither can I. 
Yes, I love to give you tips from my own experience. But you have to do it 
yourself, like anyone else. Ask your questions and do your own research. 
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“You are infinite and unlimited consciousness, 

having an experience in a human body.” 
David Icke 

You are more than your body, your story and your history. You are much more 
than that. That what you are in essence is much more powerful and grander. 
When you realise that, you realise you are free. Fear of dying is always related to 
the end of your life here on earth, in this body and in relation to the people 
around you.  

But as soon as you know life is not finished when your physical heart stops, 
there might be nothing to fear at all. There are many testimonials of people, 
who died and came back. These are called near-death experiences, but recently 
I heard a doctor say that actually these are after-death experiences. Because 
when you haven’t had a heartbeat for 10 minutes you’ve really been dead and 
not near dead.   

“My grandmother told me that, during a bleeding in her brain she ended up in a different 
world. “Child, that light, such flowers and colors I’ve never seen here” she said. She had 

made the choice to come back into her body. “Because of Pietje.” That’s how she called my 
father, who she apparently could not yet leave behind. Thereafter she had to wait forty 

more years and then he went there before his mother.”  

Everyone has experiences, that go beyond our daily consciousness, even if it 
was just that one dream.  

And because of that: 

● Dare to ask. 
● Dare to speak your mind.  
● Dare to trust your gut feeling. 
● Dare to be super crazy and very creative. 
● Dare to be yourself! 
 

You are free to be who you want to be, to speak your mind, to think out 
loud and to change your perception. You can do it and you are allowed to. 
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About the author 
 
In case you need help with letting go of fearful thoughts, just have a look at this 
website. 

Jeannette van Uffelen is an international certified Stress Release Specialist. On 
her website you find her blogs and information about her services in the form of 
packages.  

When this resonates with you, please contact her via 
yes@jeannettevanuffelen.nl. 

 
 

When you click on the picture above you can get an idea of what a session can 
be like and of the impact it can have on someone’s live. 
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